WCA ADMISSION CRITERIA FOR THE
NATIONAL FIELD TRIAL HALL OF FAME

Must have been dead for at least 5 years
Must be either a FC or an AFC
If female, must have produced a minimum of at least 3 separate FC's and/or AFC's
If male, must have produced a minimum of at least 9 separate FC's and/or AFC's
Must have accumulated 30 points by the following scale:

FC--10 pts
AFC--10 pts
Win in a minimum 3 point broke dog stake at National or a Classic --10 pts (Maximum 20 pts.)

Off spring must have accumulated a minimum of 100 points if female, 300 points if male, by the following scale:

FC--10 pts
AFC--10 pts
Futurity win--5 pts
Win in a 3 pt. or larger broke dog stake at a classic --10 pts
National Open or Amateur Championship--20 pts

Dogs not meeting these criteria may also be considered, based on (1) earning their own outstanding achievements and/or those of their get, (2) reflecting the essence of the breed’s character and purpose, and (3) having left an everlasting impression upon the breed.

Nominees will be screened by the WCA Field Committee and forwarded to the WCA Board of Directors for final approval.

Owner/nominator shall have the option of supplying a portrait of the dog sized 22 inches by 24 inches to be donated to HOF for display. The medium can be an oil painting, a digital print on canvas, or a similar quality reproduction.

A maximum of two nominees per year may be elected and entered into the National Field Trial Hall of Fame located in the National Bird Dog Museum in Grand Junction, Tenn.